Picnic & Party Stations
Looking for something truly unique and impactful for your next event?
-Choose from a variety of our highly exciting and empowering stations
-Each station includes 2 Guides that will provide safety and instruction for your guests
-No previous experience or equipment necessary
-Stations can be specific to adults, kids or both
-Standard station includes up to 5 hours

Modern Archery - Compound Bows
Different from tradition archery with recur ve bows, our compound bows all have sight pins for aiming
and release aids (wraps around wrist and uses a trigger like a firearm) to provide a thrilling experience for
our guests. There are few things more empowering for kids or adults than experiencing your arrow get
closer to the bullseye with every shot!

Aerial Archery
Looking for a real challenge? Try hitting a moving target with a recur ve bow and flu flu arrow!
Yell
“PULL” and get ready as our Laporte Machine hurls a circular, styrofoam disk up into the air. Targets can
be shot individually or multiple participants can go at the same time in a contest of who can hit the
target first. This is one station that your guests will be talking about for a long time after wards!

Traditional Archery - Recurve Bows
Archery is all the craze these days! From TV shows, blockbuster movies and comic books, the traditional
bow and arrow is becoming more popular than ever. Tap into your “inner Katniss” with our recur ve bows.
Simply pull back, aim the arrow and let it fly. There are few things more empowering for kids or adults
than experiencing your arrow get closer to the bullseye with every shot!
*adult & youth models available

BB Guns
There are few brands more iconic in the outdoor industry than Daisy. The Daisy Red Ryder has provided
fun for children since 1940! Many adults still remember their first Red Ryder from their childhood. From
kids to adults, everyone will enjoy firing BB’s at a variety of targets from breakable clays, cans, golf balls
and bullseye targets. Pump up your gun and pull the trigger!

Crossbows
Looking for the ultimate thrill! Crossbows provide the accuracy of a firearm with the excitement of
archery. Guests will have the opportunity to line up their target with a scope and watch as their arrow
flies through the air at high speeds and pin-point accuracy. For the smaller kids, we have Daisy crossbows
that are geared for youth. We dare you to pull the trigger and not crack a smile!
*adult & youth models available

Slingshots
Slingshots always provide tons of fun for audiences of all ages. The combination of simplicity and
primitive feel makes the Takedown slingshot station a hit at any event. Grab your cup of BBs and try
hitting a variety of targets that will test your aim!

Spears
Looking for the ultimate primitive activity? Nothing will bring out that “warrior spirit” in your guests
more than throwing spears! Learn the history, functionality and technique to successfully hit the
bullseye with our Assegai & Samburu Spears. This close range activity (10 yards), is safe enough to
operate anywhere there is grass. Stand out with your guests by providing them with a truly unique and
impactful experience!
*adult only

Takedown Cowboys
Everyone loves a cowboy and his horse! Our Takedown Cowboys bring their horses to interact with your
group. Both kids and adults will have the opportunity to have their picture taken on a horse throughout
your event. As a special treat, our cowboys will also put on a 10 minute horse show, multiple times, that
will incorporate the history of the horse, some tricks and even a demonstration on shooting balloons
from a mounted horse (if space and footing permits). This is definitely fun for the whole family!
*No projectiles are used in the shooting, just hot air

